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their investigation showed that the driver of the suv was not authorized to drive a vehicle with a child younger than 16 years
old. the condition of the driver has not been released. “this investigation is ongoing, so we are not commenting on the details of
the crash or the cause,” said detective joseph thevitis. houstonians louisse and pillot, both 43, had been renting a room at a
shelter. they had been working at the shelters, but pillot was recently fired after testing positive for marijuana, the station
reported. the couple had been renting a room since february, through a shelter called mission of hope, louis reported. officers
arrested lavon medlock, 54, of benneville at the home she shares with her mother, maryann medlock, 54, of benneville. they
searched the home and allegedly found fentanyl, methamphetamine, over $4,000 in cash, drug paraphernalia and ammunition
for a weapons that are illegal to posses. a search warrant was issued for the premises, and the medlocks were charged with
trafficking drugs and heroin, possession of a syringe and maintaining a drug house, court documents show. the bridge was
inspected in may by the state department of transportation and was deemed to be structurally sound, according to dot
spokeswoman, dani moskowitz. residents have raised concerns about the condition of the bridge on the inbound lane and
proposed the town install a flashing light to help alert drivers to the opening. “to our knowledge, the flashing lights are not
operational because the town has not put in the funding to purchase them,” moskowitz said. “if there are issues with the
bridge, we would ask that a sign be posted warning motorists that the bridge is closed.”
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